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The Future of

Art Buying
Galleries embrace technology
and virtual shopping
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Gabriel & Guillaume

Traver Gallery

BY TRACY KALER

When galleries closed their physical
locations several months ago, owners
had to fine-tune how their clients
purchase art. They approached
business with a different perspective
than pre-Covid-19, and online viewing rooms, digital exhibitions, and
virtual tours began taking the art
world by storm. With the future
still uncertain and art fairs being
postponed or canceled, galleries continue to boost their online presence,
offering collectors the opportunity to
buy art from the comfort of home.
“We have seen the online viewing
room as a natural evolution for the
gallery,” says Elena Soboleva, director
of online sales at David Zwirner,
a contemporary art gallery with
locations in New York, London, Paris,
and Hong Kong.
Launched in 2017, the gallery’s
digital space was the first of its kind,
and “has been vital for keeping our
business moving forward and our
community engaged,” Ms. Soboleva
says. Once David Zwirner’s physical
locations closed, the company generated well over $10 million in art sales
through their online viewing room

in just a few months. Those pieces
include a $1.8 million Josef Albers
Homage to the Square, 1959, and
a $2.6 million Marlene Dumas
Like Don Quixote, 2002.
Clients interested in a piece in the
viewing room click the “Inquire” button on the gallery’s website, which
leads to information on the work and
the artist as well as a space to enter
contact information. Based on geography and a client’s language, a sales
associate will be in touch to discuss
details about the piece, purchasing,
and delivery options.
On the West Coast, Traver
Gallery in Seattle is placing their
latest endeavor—new works by celebrated glass artist Dale Chihuly—in
the digital arena. “Chihuly Merletto
is our biggest show of the year, and
we’re planning for most people to
see [it] virtually,” says Sarah Traver,
director of the gallery. Traver is offering myriad ways for guests to explore
these new works—from online
tours and 3-D digital renderings to
Zoom gatherings and a video of Mr.
Chihuly and his wife, Leslie Jackson
Chihuly, talking about the work.

The team works directly with
clients to provide videos and photos
of the artwork in situ in the gallery,
additional information about the
specific piece, and even mock-up
images of the piece in their home,
Ms. Traver says.
Ms. Traver believes virtual gatherings and video exhibition tours have
been instrumental in connecting
collectors with artists. “You’ll definitely see more digital content and
events from us, and most galleries,
in the future,” she says.
Rosenfeld Gallery—set originally
in a space on Manhattan’s Upper
East Side before relocating to the
Miami Design District—is putting
energy into promoting its exhibitions
online to encourage sales as they
look toward reopening. The current
virtual exhibit, Graffiti Innovators,
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Traver Gallery will showcase the
works of Dale Chihuly, shown
on the opposite page. The gallery
is embracing the digital world.
A decorative-arts exhibit from
Gabriel & Guillaume is staged
at Steinway Hall, shown on
this page, but pieces are available
for delivery.
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David Zwirner Gallery launched a
first-of-its-kind digital space in 2017,
offering buyers an opportunity to
shop works on display—from home.
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features the daring work of Keith
Haring, Jean-Michel Basquiat, and
Kenny Scharf.
Rosenfeld is expanding the company website to be more interactive, adding audio tours to works
in virtual shows, and bolstering its
social-media accounts.
“Over the last six years, 30% of our
overall sales have been conducted
virtually from start to finish,” says
Allison Rosenfeld, director of the
gallery. “A collector may inquire as
to the availability and price of a
work. We will fashion them with
full provenance, detailed images,
a current-condition report, and
auction comps if requested,” she
explains. If they do make a purchase
but aren’t satisfied once they receive
the art, she says the gallery “will
refund upon return of the piece.”

And Gabriel & Guillaume—a
traveling decorative-arts gallery with
beginnings in Beirut and Paris—
exhibits in pop-up spaces rather
than traditional brick-and-mortar
locations. Their latest exhibit is set
in the penthouse of the landmarked
Steinway Hall on West 57th Street in
Midtown Manhattan. The exhibition
shows off contemporary and vintage
art and furnishings by the likes
of Joaquim Tenreiro, Carlo Bugatti,
Zaha Hadid, and Jean Prouvé.
Since the soaring space had to
close due to the city’s shutdown, the
design exhibition went virtual and
will remain online at least through
the end of 2020. Buyers interested
in purchasing from the online
exhibition can contact the owners,
after which the partners coordinate
delivery from Steinway Hall.
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At the same time, with the cancellation of art fairs such as Art Basel
and Frieze New York, galleries must
find new and creative ways to connect
with collectors. “Their absence for
the foreseeable future demands that
we are vigilant when reaching out
and engaging that clientele independently,” Ms. Rosenfeld says.
Ms. Traver thinks there’s a future
for digital art fairs, which have
already begun for Art Basel Hong
Kong and Switzerland, and others.
“One of the best things about fairs is
that they allow you to see so much
in one place,” she says. “They are
opportunities to discover new work,
new artists, and new galleries.”
While attendees and exhibitors
will miss the vibrant energy of
art fairs, online alternatives “will
continue to spark conversations
and interest, resulting in sales,” she
explains. “I look forward to seeing
how the art world can make these
platforms reflect the brilliance of the
creative people behind them.”
Meanwhile, David Zwirner has
recognized their online viewing room
as a seventh exhibition space, in
addition to the company’s six brickand-mortar galleries. And with the
possibility of increasing sales in the
digital space, it makes sense for fineart galleries to dedicate more energy
to their online capabilities— yet not
neglect in-person experiences—even
post-pandemic.
Ms. Soboleva expects to continue
reaching “a very wide global audience through our online platform,”
she says. “We see physical exhibitions and online-only exhibitions
existing shoulder to shoulder.” ■

David Zwirner Gallery
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